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5.0

DATA ANALYSIS
The geophysical survey conducted by Canadian Seabed Research Ltd. (CSR) from mid-

August to early September 2016 of the Icebreaker Wind Project APE’s provided four sets of
remote sensing data to analyze for the potential presence of artifacts or properties of historical
significance that would impact the construction of the Project. The remote sensing devices that
provided these data sets were: Sidescan sonar, Magnetometer, Sub-bottom profiler, and
multibeam bathymetry. Each of the sensors’ data sets will be addressed independently, as well as
in combination, to determine the possible presence of artifacts or properties of historical
significance.

5.1

Sidescan Sonar Data Analysis

The sidescan sonar data was acquired using Klein SonarPro software in XTF file format.
The data was post-processed and analyzed by CSR and VanZandt Engineering using SonarWiz
software.

A total of 271 line km of sidescan data was analyzed within the turbine (Figure 1) and
export cable (Figure 2) APEs. (Note: For full size images see appendices)

Figure 1 Turbine Survey Area Sidescan Mosaic. (CSR)
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Figure 2 Export Cable Survey Area Sidescan Mosaic (CSR)

The Side Scan Sonar data showed a generally uniform and smooth lake bottom. Some
evidence of ripples or other sedimentary features were observed along the survey route (Figure
3) and some areas of the bottom revealed enhanced reflectivity denoting a change in geological
structure (Figure 4). These locations were assigned a contact number, and corresponding imagery
and information can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 3 Sediment Rippling along Export Cable Route (CSR)
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Figure 4 Sidescan Sonar Data Illustrating the Surficial Boundary between
the Cleveland Ridge Sand/Gravel and Post Glacial Silt/Clay, EKP 2. (CSR)
The majority of identified contacts were geological in nature, while some possible
historic contacts were the result of old trash dumpings (rectangular, circular, and linear contacts)
and dredge spoil (circular contacts) in the survey areas (Figure 5). The analysis of these contacts
will be discussed in detail below. A total of 455 identified contacts were analyzed and the
detailed description of the contacts can be found in Table 1 (Locational data in NAD83
4

Geographic, NAD83, Zone 17, M, and NAD83, Ohio State Plane North, US Survey Feet). See
Appendix A for complete contact data with images.

Figure 5 Sidescan Sonar Record of Dredge Spoil. Center of Data Example
is Located 150 m E of EKP 12. (CSR)
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Table 1 Sidescan Sonar Contacts Table
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5.2

Magnetometer Results

The magnetometer data was acquired using Hypack/Hysweep Survey Acquisition
Software in MAG file format, while post-processing was performed by CSR using Hypack
Magnetometer software. The data used for this archeological analysis was provided to VanZandt
Engineering in the form of spreadsheets and post-processed and corrected magnetometer traces
(See CSR Report Appendix A).
A total of 271 line km of magnetometer data were analyzed within the turbine and export
cable APEs with a total of 178 magnetic anomalies identified and mapped. The anomaly
location, type, magnitude, associated sidescan sonar contact, and survey line for each anomaly
are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 Magnetic Anomalies Contact Table
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While some of the magnetic anomalies were correlated to known sidescan contacts
(targets), the remaining magnetic anomalies were not correlated to a sidescan contact or a known
lakebed installation such as a pipe or cable. In one instance, a number of anomalies mapped on
adjacent survey lines may indicate the presence of a linear ferrous feature perpendicular to the
proposed route at EKP 6.3 (Figure 6). This feature could not be identified from the sidescan or
sub-bottom profiler data acquired over this area. Further analysis of the magnetic data shows that
the feature is most likely a buried steel or iron buoy block or anchor at the southwest contact
with associated cable running to the northeast. Detailed analysis of all magnetometer data are
discussed below.

Figure 6 Location of linearly-aligned magnetic anomalies between EKP 6
and EKP 6.5. (CSR)
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Prior magnetic surveys in this area of the lake have also indicated no correlation between
the magnetic data and sidescan sonar imagery, with most of the magnetic hits having very small
pole-to-pole distances indicating small or thin objects (Alpine, 2010)(VanZandt, 2015). This is
primarily due to the proximity of the area being close to shore and used as a dumping ground for
the past 200 years. Even today, there are 5 dumping grounds identified on the latest Moss Point
to Vermilion NOAA chart 14826 (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Current Dump Sites in Survey Areas (NOAA, VanZandt Engineering)

It is possible that while some of the more magnetically intense anomalies are manmade,
they are disarticulated with no archaeological context, therefore, they do not represent potentially
significant historical resources. The less magnetically intense objects are most likely a function
of geology, perhaps representing small pockets of glacial till or other magnetic rocks/sediment
near the surface. In both cases, the Sidescan sonar imagery did not show any objects that would
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correlate with these anomalies. The lack of correlation is likely due to the magnetic objects being
masked by overlying sediment. A full discussion of the magnetic contacts follows below.

5.3

Sub-bottom Data Analysis

The sub-bottom data was acquired using Klein SonarPro Acquisition Software in SEG-Y
file format, with the post-processing by CSR using Coda Survey software. The data used for
analysis was provided to VanZandt Engineering as scaled images on an as requested basis. A
total of 271 line km of magnetometer data were analyzed within the turbine and export cable
APEs.

The presence of gas charged sediments within the Icebreaker survey area was interpreted
from chirp sub-bottom profiler and boomer seismic data. These gas charged sediments can
accentuate sub-bottom reflectors causing “bright spots” as well as prevent the penetration of the
acoustic energy from the profiling system, thereby masking the acoustic signal.

The origin of the near surface gas in the survey area cannot be determined from the data
collected in this survey. This gas may originate from shallow decomposed organic material
(biogenic) or from deep underlying bedrock formations (petrogenic). In this area, the biogenic
source is plausible since vegetation has been buried during the numerous lake transgressions.
This burial and subsequent decomposition could account for the presence of sub-surface gas.

Small localized erosional depressions or channels have been identified near the proposed
WTG ICE1 turbine location (Figure 8) and over the near shore survey area. These features are
infilled and were likely formed by glacial fluvial processes.
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Figure 8 ICE 1 Erosional Depression or Channel (CSR)
Further detailed analysis of the sub-bottom data interpretation is provided below.

5.4

Multibeam Bathymetry

The multibeam bathymetry data was acquired using Hypack Acquisition Software in
XTF file format with post-processing by CSR using Caris & Hypack software, and gridded using
Surfer software. The data used for analysis was provided to VanZandt Engineering as scaled
images on an as requested basis.

A total of 271 line km of magnetometer data were analyzed within the turbine and export
cable APEs.

Further detailed analysis of the multibeam data interpretation is provided below.
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5.5

Integrated Detailed Contact Analysis

Detailed contact analysis of the remote sensing data requires an integrated analysis when
possible. There were four remote sensing data sets provided for analysis: side scan sonar,
magnetometer, sub-bottom profiler, and multibeam bathymetry. Of these four data sets only two
were suitable for contact analysis, side scan sonar and magnetometer. Sub-bottom profiling and
multibeam bathymetry do not possess adequate spatial resolution to allow for any detailed image
interpretation. These limitations will be discussed in the following analysis of selected contact
sets.

The contacts were broken down into four sets for analyses: Groupings, Side scan only,
Side scan with associated magnetometer anomalies, and Magnetometer anomalies only.
Groupings were selected as the first set for analysis because it readily shows the limitations of
some remote sensing systems.

5.5.1 Groupings
One contact grouping was analyzed to show the limitations of the use of sub-bottom
profiler and multibeam bathymetry systems for the detection of small objects. The contact
grouping consisted of contacts: C99, C102, C104, C105, C106, C107, C109, and M155 (Figure 9
and Figure 10).
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Figure 9 Contact Grouping 1 (CSR)
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Figure 10 Contact Grouping 1 (CSR)

The following are the detailed side scans of those contacts:
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Figure 11 Contact C99 (CSR)
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Figure 12 Contact C102 (CSR)
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Figure 13 Contact C104
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Figure 14 Contact C105 (CSR)
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Figure 15 Contact C106 (CSR)
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Figure 16 Contact C107 (CSR)
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Figure 17 Contact C109 (CSR)

The side scan sonar image in Figure 18 shows the relationship of these contacts with each
other over a 100 meter wide swath. It is clear that these contacts are very discernible and have
good resolution. Note that the Klein 3000 side scan sonar system operating at 500 kHz has a
resolution on the order of 10-20 cm.
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Figure 18 Group 1 Contacts in Context (VanZandt Engineering)
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Multibeam bathymetric remote sensing systems were designed to gather bathymetric
(depth) data, not image the sea floor. The ODOM Model ES3 multibeam sonar system has
quoted resolution of 0.02% of range with a range of 60 meters, but that resolution is only for
bathymetric purposes in the Z-axis (depth). The spatial resolution of the system (X and Y-axis) is
on the order of 5 – 10 meters, which will not image small contacts on the order of a meter or less.
An example of this lack of special resolution is seen from EDOM’s early sales literature (Figure
19)

Figure 19 Lack of Multibeam Sonar Resolution (ODOM)

As demonstrated by the above example, the side scan sonar image of the sailboat with
mast still standing on the right is clearly recognizable, whereas the image on the left has no
spatial resolution other than a change in bottom elevation. The multibeam image in no way
resembles a sailboat, a recognizable artifact, or indicates that the shape of the object was
manmade. To further illustrate the point that multibeam data has insufficient resolution for image
37

identification,
Figure 20 and Figure 21 are the multibeam data collected around the Contact Grouping 1 area
and contoured at 0.2 meter increments. It is readily apparent that these data lead to the
38

conclusion that the entire lake bottom in this area is smooth and there are absolutely no contacts
to evaluate. This lack of spatial resolution is the reason that the multibeam bathymetric data
gathered during the survey was not used for contact determination or contact evaluation.
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Figure 20
Multibeam Data from Contact Grouping 1 (CSR)
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Figure 21 Multibeam Data Contact Grouping 1 with no Contact Overlays
(CSR)
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A Klein 3000 chirp sub-bottom profiler (SBP) integrated with the Klein 3000 sidescan
system was used to collect underground geological data in the turbine and export cable APEs.
The resolution of the SBP is stated as 12.5 cm or better, but only for depth in the Z-axis. The
spatial resolution for contact discrimination is on the order of meters. The beam angle of the SBP
is 20° along track and 40° cross track @ 5 kHz. This equates to an area 2 meters by 4.4 meters
when towed at a survey altitude of 6 meters off the bottom and the wide beam angles and low
frequencies do not lend themselves to small contact imaging. The main purpose of the SBP in the
survey is to determine the underlying geology for the purposes of construction, locating possible
prehistoric features such as old river beds, large out croppings, hills and valleys, or possibly large
midden piles many meters in size, and shallow buried objects such as boulders and possibly large
artifacts. These normally show up as undiscernibly hyperbolic reflections, Figure 22
(Jackobsson)

Figure 22 Hyperbolic reflection mechanics (Jacobsson)

“Given the lack of angular resolution and the relatively broad beam width of an SBP, the
shortest range to within the beam footprint will be recorded as if it was always directly below the
vessel. The closest distance to the object that the sonar records in the form of an echo will
change as the ship moves (Figure 22a). This distance will appear as a changing depth to the
42

object. A narrow object (narrow pit or peak) will appear to widen as the ship moves past it. The
end result is a characteristic hyperbolic shape on the echogram, where the object is located in the
center (Figure 22b)(Jakobsson).”

Again it is possible that artifacts may show up on SBP data, but they would not be
identifiable or easily distinguished from geological features (Figure 23)( Papatheodorou). Again,
this is why SBP data was not used to identify historic artifacts.

Figure 23 3.5 kHz sub-bottom seismic reflection profiles, showing subsurface targets which probably represent cultural debris from the Battle of
Navarino. (Papatheodorou)
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SBP data for grouping 1 shows no discernible images or subbottom structure for any of
the contacts associated with this grouping (Figure 24 and Figure 25).

Figure 24 Chirp profiler record illustrating the shallow sub-surface geology
over sonar contacts along survey line 028_1514 (sonar file 160826151400). (CSR)
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Figure 25 Chirp profiler record illustrating the shallow sub-surface geology
over sonar contacts along survey line 027_1345 (sonar file 160830134500). (CSR)
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The hyperbolic reflections imaged are on the meter size or less and probably represent
individual boulders.

This lack of contact resolution is the reason that the SBP data gathered during the survey
was not used for contact determination of contact evaluation.

5.5.2 Contact Grouping Analysis

The contact grouping of C99, C102, C104, C105, C106, C107, C109, and M155 in
context with the lake bottom (Figure 18) resembles a dump site for construction trash. Contacts
C104 – C107 are probably stone or cement refuse due to their appearance and lack of magnetic
signature.

Contact C99 has no magnetic signature so it is probably of organic construction and most
likely wood. It measures 9 meters x 4 meters with a calculated height off of the bottom of about
0.2 meters at its highest point with the majority of the structure at the level of the lake bottom.
The image resembles wooden cribbing or a wooden dock. While it is possible that this could be a
portion of an old shipwreck, such as blown off decking or hull structure, the lack of remnants of
a centerboard structure, railings, frames, or anything cross tying this structure together make it
highly unlikely.

Contact C102 measures 4 meters x 2.5 meters and its calculated height off of the bottom
is 0.5 meters. There is a magnetic signature associated with this contact registering 13.7 nano
teslas (nt) which equates to approximately 49 kilograms (kg). (Note: The relationship between nt
and mass will be discussed in the magnetic contacts section.) The contact resembles a very thin
curved piece of ferrous metal, manmade but unidentifiable.

The grouping in itself resembles a dump site and has several disarticulated manmade
objects with no archaeological context or historical context such as a shipwreck.
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5.5.3 Side Scan Only Contacts

The sidescan sonar contacts table was determined by the analysis of 271 line km of side
scan sonar data by CSR. They tabulated the pertinent data for each contact along with a
subjective description of the contacts identified (Table 1). They also provided detailed sidescan
images with pertinent data for each individual contact in the attached CSR Survey Report
APPENDIX IV, SIDESCAN SONAR CONTACT SONOGRAMS.

The 271 line km of side scan sonar data was then analyzed by VanZandt Engineering to
verify CSR’s interpretation of the data and their contact table. VanZandt Engineering concurs
with the contacts identified from the raw data. They then evaluated the data and descriptions
provided for the individual contacts. VanZandt Engineering concurs except for the following
description change:
•

The CSR term “slag” used to describe a contact with or without an associated magnetic
anomaly is redefined to “non-magnetic mill tailings” for a contact that does not have an
associated magnetic anomaly as slag is a ferrous material with a magnetic signature

Out of the 455 identified sonar contacts 420 of them were not associated with a magnetic
anomaly. Out of those 420 contacts 11 were identified as possibly being manmade. Of the 409
non-manmade contacts a majority of these are linear contacts, low reflectivity patches, point
sources, and circular sources. The 11 remaining contacts were rectangular contacts.

The linear contacts are mostly trees and anchor scour. The rivers feeding Lake Erie
discharge quite a number of trees after a strong storm. Some of these trees have been culled
(Figure 26) and sawn up in the Metro parks system by grounds keeping staff along the river
banks, with some still intact (Figure 27). During a storm, and afterwards when the rivers rise,
these trees, either uprooted or culled, are carried downstream and discharged into the lake.
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Figure 26 Cut Log (CSR)

Figure 27 Tree with Roots (CSR)
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Examples of low reflectivity patches, point sources, and circular sources which normally
consist of tailings, dumpings and boulders are as follows:

Figure 28 Low Reflectivity Contact (CSR)

Figure 29 Point Source Contact (CSR)
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Figure 30 Circular Source Contact (CSR)
The 11 manmade targets were unidentifiable but characterized by straight lines and
angles. For example, contact C383 (Figure 31) has a distinct 90 degree angle and measures 2.5
meters x 5 meters and could possibly be some roofing debris that was dumped; or it could be
something totally different. The contact has no magnetic anomaly associated with it nor does it
have any elevation above the lake bed.
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Figure 31 Manmade Contact C383 (CSR)
The analysis of the 420 sidescan sonar contacts without associated magnetic anomalies
yielded no contacts of historical significance, although several manmade contacts were found,
they are disarticulated with no archaeological context, thus do not represent potentially
significant historical resources.

5.5.4 Magnetic Anomalies

The magnetic anomalies table was determined by the analysis of 271 line km of
magnetometer data by CSR. 178 Magnetic anomalies were detected and they tabulated the
pertinent remote sensing data for each anomaly (Table 2). CSR Survey Report APPENDIX V
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES TABLE.

The 271 line km of magnetometer data was then analyzed by VanZandt Engineering to
verify CSR’s interpretation of the data and their anomaly table. VanZandt Engineering concurs
with the anomalies identified from the raw data.
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VanZandt Engineering further modified the Magnetic Anomalies Table to include an
estimate of the target mass (Table 3) utilizing the Hall equation (Camidge):
∆𝑀𝑑 3
𝑏
𝑤 =
×
3
𝑚
𝑎
10 𝑛𝑡
𝑘𝑔
Where:

b/a = target width over length ratio (assumed to = 1)
d = Altitude of towfish above the bottom in meters
ΔM = Magnetic anomaly strength in nt
w = estimated mass of the target in kg

The estimation of mass from the hall equation was used to evaluate the contact size for both the
no sidescan contact cases and the sidescan contact cases.
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Table 3 Magnetic Contacts Sorted by Mass
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5.5.4.1

Magnetic Anomalies with Sidescan Sonar Contacts

Of the 178 total magnetic anomalies recorded 38 had associated sidescan sonar contacts
(Table 4). These magnetic anomalies were analyzed with the detailed sonar contact information
in the attached CSR Survey Report APPENDIX IV, SIDESCAN SONAR CONTACT
SONOGRAMS. A description of the analysis results for each target is presented in Table 5.
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Table 4 Magnetic Anomalies with Sidescan Sonar Contacts
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Table 5 Analysis Description of the Magnetic Anomalies Associated with
Sidescan Sonar Contacts
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Each magnetic anomaly was compared to its corresponding sonogram, and an inference
was made as to what the object could possibly be based on the image likeness and estimated
mass. Some comparison yielded reasonable assumptions to the object’s identity and some did
not. For example anomaly M165 is associated with contact C287 (Figure 32).

Figure 32 C287 (CSR)

The sonogram for C287 was identified as slag or dredge spoil and the associate magnetic
anomalies estimated mass of 3421 kg supports the hypothesis that this is indeed a slag pile or
pile of some other magnetic material.

Magnetic anomaly M34 is associated with contact C352 (Figure 33). The contact is
described as a circular contact but it resembles a mushroom mooring anchor and its mass of 217
kg support this conjecture.
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Figure 33 C352 (CSR)

Some anomalies with sonograms are simply unknown where the image and mass say
very little about the object. For example M143 is associated with C197 (Figure 34).
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Figure 34 C197 (CSR)

C197 is an unidentifiable object with an estimated mass of 51 kg and a size of 2 x 1.5
meters. It is unknown but it does not resemble anything that might be considered an artifact or
object of historic significance.

The analysis of the 38 magnetic anomalies with associated sidescan sonar contacts
yielded no objects of historical significance, although several possible manmade contacts were
found they are disarticulated with no archaeological context, thus do not represent potentially
significant historical resources.
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5.5.4.2

Magnetic Anomalies without Sidescan Sonar Contacts

Of the 178 total magnetic anomalies recorded 140 had no associated sidescan sonar
contacts (Table 6). These magnetic anomalies were analyzed with the detailed magnetic anomaly
profile information in the attached CSR Survey Report, APPENDIX VI MAGNETIC
ANOMALY PROFILES - INSIDE 150M CORRIDO and APPENDIX VIII MAGNETIC
ANOMALY PROFILES - OUTSIDE 150M CORRIDOR.
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Table 6 Magnetic Anomalies without Sidescan Sonar Contacts
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The 140 individual magnetic anomalies tell us relatively little of their origin because they
are buried or finely distributed over the lake bottom and have no other associated remote sensing
data with which to compare. The mass of these anomalies was estimated and tabulated in Table 3
and Table 6, but it does not indicate the anomaly’s size because it may be a solid, hollow, or
widely distributed object or objects. The spatial location of these anomalies was analyzed from
the CSR vessel trackline charts and only one grouping of anomalies stood out as a possible
manmade source and is analyzed below. All of the remaining anomalies were determined to be
point sources because they were not detectable across multiple tracklines except for that one
grouping. The individual point sources may be individual objects or buried slag or mill tailings
that have been dumped and become covered over the years. The polarity of the anomaly can
infer the objects orientation, but not its possible origin, and becomes irrelevant to the analysis.
The last piece of information about the anomaly is the width, which can infer the size of the
object be it long and skinny or short and fat, but it also is of little value in determining a buried
object’s origin.

There were a number of contacts that may indicate the presence of a linear ferrous feature
perpendicular

to

the

proposed
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route

(

Figure 35). This feature could not be identified from the sidescan or sub-bottom profiler
data acquired over this area. An analysis of the magnetic data shows that these contacts are most
likely buried steel or iron buoy blocks or anchors.

This identification of these anomalies as an anchor and chain is inferred from the
anomalies’ masses and their spatial location to each other. M148’s mass was estimated to be
4044 kg which is equivalent to a 10,000 pound standard anchor size that is normally found on
many barges. The anomalies are in an approximate straight line running about 250 meters (820
ft). This length is comparable to 9 shots of anchor chain that is corresponds to 247 meters (810
ft) with one shot of chain equaling 15 fathoms (27.5 meters, 90 ft). The remaining masses of the
anomalies are consistent with the density of anchor chain or cable used with a 10,000 pound
anchor. It is possible that the anchor and chain were lost from a barge during a storm, became
fouled and cast loose, as well as many other possible scenarios.

Figure 35 Possible Anchor and Chain (CSR)
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The analysis of the 140 magnetic anomalies with no associated sidescan sonar contacts
yielded no objects of historical significance, although several possible manmade contacts were
found, they are disarticulated with no archaeological context, thus do not represent potentially
significant historical resources.
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